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Flavien Lebrun, Sinan Haliyo, and Gilles Bailly
Sorbonne Université, CNRS, ISIR, Paris, France

Abstract. In Virtual Reality, visuo-haptic illusions such as hand redirection introduce a discrepancy between the user’s hand and its virtual
avatar. This visual shift can be used, for instance, to provide multiple
virtual haptic objects through a single physical proxy object. This lowcost approach improves the sense of presence, however, it is unclear how
these illusions impact the hand trajectory and if there is a relationship
between trajectory and the detection of illusion. In this paper, we present
an empirical model predicting the hand trajectory as a function of the
redirection. It relies on a cubic Bézier curve with 4 control points. We
conduct a two alternative forced choice (2AFC) experiment to calibrate
and validate our model. Results show that (1) our model predicts well
the hand trajectory of each individual using a single parameter; (2) the
hand trajectory better explains the detection of the illusion than the amplitude of the redirection alone; (3) a user specific calibration allows to
predict per-user redirected trajectories and detection probabilities. Our
findings provide a better understanding of visuo-haptic illusions and how
they impact the user’s movements. As such they may provide foundations to design novel interaction techniques, e.g. interacting in a scene
with multiple physical obstacles.
Keywords: Visuo-haptic illusion · Hand redirection · Detection Threshold · Trajectory estimation.
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Fig. 1. Model Overview. Our hand trajectory model is a Bézier Curve. The resulting
trajectory B(l) is defined by 4 control points: P0 , C1 , C2 and Pt . We show that the
redirection can be accounted for by only adjusting the x coordinate of point C2 . This
adjustment depends on the redirection amplitude A and a user-dependent factor b(U ).
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Introduction

The Central nervous system integrates inputs from all senses to construct a
unified percept of reality. Virtual Reality (VR) through Head Mounted Displays
gives means to subtly distort the sense of vision, which can be used to skew
the integration with other modalities such as haptic to create various illusions.
Among these visuo-haptic illusions, hand redirection (e.g. haptic retargeting [2]),
affects the virtual location of the hand so that users reach for a certain physical
target in a different position than its virtual counterpart. This is especially useful
in passive haptics, where a single physical prop can be used for 2 or more virtual
neighboring objects.
Several empirical studies have been conducted showing that these illusions
are imperceptible when the amplitude of redirection is below a certain threshold
[14, 37]. However, the effect of different amplitudes of illusion on motor control
has not been investigated.
In this article, we investigate how the amplitude of the redirection alters the
hand trajectory. We make the hypothesis that the detection of the illusion stems
from users observing the distortion of their own movement. The detection of the
illusion can then be predicted from a geometric description of the hand trajectory. In this prospect, we propose an analytic model of the hand trajectory using
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cubic Bézier curves, constructed with four control points (see figure 1). In this
model, under the approximation that the trajectory is planar, 2D coordinates
of these 4 points are sufficient to describe the hand movement, regardless of the
coordinate system.
We conduct a two-alternative-forced-choice (2AFC) experiment on a target
reaching task under hand redirection illusion. Collected data are used to refine
and validate the model as well as to explore the relationship between trajectory
adjustment, and the ability of the users to detect the illusion.
Our main findings are (1) our model predicts well the adjusted hand trajectory of each individual using a single parameter (see figure 1); (2) the hand
trajectory better explains the detection of the illusion than the redirection amplitude alone; (3) a user specific calibration allows to predict per-user redirected
trajectories and the probability to detect the illusion.
Our findings provide a better understanding of visuo-haptic illusions and
how they impact users’ movements. They also provide foundations to design
novel interaction techniques, e.g. interacting in a scene with multiple physical
obstacles or to develop low-cost calibration tasks without exposing the users to
the illusions.

2
2.1

Related Work
Visuo-haptic illusions

The brain integrates information from different senses to construct a robust
percept [13, 12]. The sense with the best reliability will be favored in this integration. This model of integration has been verified for the combination of
vision and vestibular cues for the perception of displacement [28] and for the localization of body parts with vision and proprioception [4, 10, 5]. Vision is often
more reliable than other senses and thus generally favored by the brain. This
phenomenon is called visual dominance [17, 7].
Several VR interaction techniques leverage visual dominance to influence
users’ experience in a virtual environment (VE). For example in redirected walking [30], users have the feeling to walk along a straight line while they are made
to follow a curved path. It’s achieved through a non-strict mapping between
head rotation and orientation in the real and virtual world.
Manipulating virtual representations induce visio-haptic illusions. These illusions trick the user to perceive different shapes [3] or mechanical characteristics
such as weight or stiffness [33, 11, 24], or to overrate a haptic device’s performance [1]. Hand redirection is one of the most popular techniques to induce
such illusions.
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Hand redirection

Hand redirection refers to an alteration of the mapping between users’ real hands
and their virtual avatars. One of the main application of hand redirection is
in passive haptics, where a single physical object – prop – is used as haptic
proxy to several virtual objects in neighboring locations [26, 2, 23, 9]. During the
movement toward a virtual object, users’ virtual hands are gradually shifted
from their real hands. Users’ unwittingly correct this shift. This leads to the
redirection of users’ real hands toward the physical prop.
A critical aspect of this approach is the amplitude of redirection, ie. the degree
of mismatch between the real hands and their avatars. Indeed with an appropriate amount of redirection users remain unaware of the mismatch. However,
when this one is too large, the illusion is detected and affects negatively the user
experience [21]. It is thus important to determine the maximum amplitude of
redirection – detection threshold – beyond which users do notice the illusion.
2.3

Detection Threshold

Several methods have been proposed to determine the detection threshold of
visuo-haptic illusions. One method consists of asking if participants perceived
a manipulation of their visual feedback during the interaction [25, 31, 8, 1, 20].
However, participants might have difficulties to judge a barely perceptible phenomena. This method thus requires a large safety margin.
Another method relies on a two-alternative forced-choice experiment (2AFC)
where the participants are only asked in which direction they think the visual
feedback was manipulated. This forced choice approach is more robust to participants’ subjectivity and provides a lower bound threshold (by using a psychometric function). This method has been used for instance to study redirect
walking [34, 22] and visuo-haptic conflicts [27].
Previous work exploiting these methods investigate hand redirection detection threshold at the population level [14, 37]. However, humans have different
perceptual abilities and this detection threshold differs from user to user. In
this paper, we study whether this detection threshold can be adapted to each
individual with a simple calibration task.
2.4

Redirected hand velocity and trajectory

Some works took an interest on the effect of the redirection on the hand velocity
and trajectory. Gonzalez et al. looked at tangential velocities and noted that the
minimum jerk model (MJM) [16] doesn’t hold for large amplitudes of redirection
[18]. They did not however analyse the evolution of hand trajectory. The correction of the hand trajectory under redirection has been qualitatively mentioned
by Azmandian et al [2]. They observed the general shape of the trajectory and
pointed out that it generally exhibits a kink towards the end. In this paper, we
propose a trajectory model linking the amplitude of redirection and the shape
of the real hand trajectory.
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Approach

Hand redirection has been shown to enrich the interaction in VR, especially
when users explore different haptic features [1, 33, 11, 24] or manipulate several
objects [2, 26]. However, it remains unclear how hand trajectory is affected by
redirection, and if there is a relation between the hand trajectory and the detection of the illusion. Our approach consists of elaborating a mathematical model
to explain and predict the hand trajectory as a function of the amplitude of redirection (i.e. the angle defined between the virtual hand, the real hand and the
starting position; Figure 2). We then use this model to explore the relationship
between the users’ detection of the illusion and his hand trajectory.
Beyond a better understanding of hand redirection, the model has several
implications for design. For instance, it can serve to define a light calibration
task to estimate the appropriate detection threshold for each participant. It can
also provide theoretical foundations to design novel interaction techniques, e.g it
would be possible to dynamically adapt the amplitude of redirection to control
the hand trajectory and avoid physical obstacles while maintaining the illusions.
3.1

Research questions

We investigate the relationship between the trajectory (T) of the hand movement, the amplitude of redirection (A) and the Detection Threshold (ADT ).
– RQ1: What is the influence of the amplitude of redirection on hand trajectory? (A →
− T)
– RQ2: Does the detection threshold depend on the features of the trajectory?
(T →
− ADT ). In particular, we aim to study whether the probability to detect
the illusion is better explained by the deformation of the trajectory under
redirection (A + T ), instead of A alone.
3.2

Problem formulation

Hand trajectory. Let T = P0 , P1 , ...Pn the trajectory of the hand movement
where p0 is the starting point and Pn = Pt the position of the target (t). We
assume it exists a function f such as:
T = f (u, Pt , P0 , A)

(1)

where T is the trajectory produced by the participant u, when reaching the target
t at the location Pt , from the position P0 , with an amplitude of redirection A.
We aim to determine the function f to answer the first research question (RQ1).
Model of gesture trajectory. We model hand trajectory as a Bézier curve.
A Bézier curve is a polynomial parametric curve, and is defined as :
B(l) =

k  
X
k
(1 − l)k−i li Ci
i
i=0

(2)
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where k is the degree of the Bezier curve and C0 , ..., Ck the control points.
This parametric model is widely used in mechanical design and computer graphics and has also been used to model hand trajectories [15]. This formulation has
several advantages. First, it considerably reduces the complexity of the description of a trajectory as the number of control points is small in comparison with
the number of points of the trajectory k << n. Moreover, the description is
smooth, continuous and invariant to the user speed and sampling rate. Finally,
the position of the control points provides a convenient and geometrical interpretation of the trajectory (see figure 1. In particular the first and last control
points are the start and end point of the trajectory, so these are fixed in our
modeling.
C 0 = P0 ; C K = Pt
(3)
Figure 4 shows the impact of moving the control point C2 (while keeping the
three other controls fixed) on the Bézier curve.
Number of control points A choice must be made regarding the degree k of
the Bézier curve, i.e. the number of control points. A higher k better describes
a given trajectory, but it increases the complexity of the model and reduces
its interpretability. Moreover, it is important to use the same k for different
trajectories in the purpose to compare them. Based on pilot studies, we found
that cubic Bézier curves with 4 controls points (k = 4) was sufficient to well
describe, compare and explain the different trajectories.
Based on the equations 1 and 3, we can then reformulate our problem as
estimating the function g such as (see 1):
C1x , C1y , C2x , C2y = g(u, Pt , P0 , A)

(4)

where Cix and Ciy are the x and y coordinates of the control point Ci . To achieve
this, we conducted a user experiment to collect data and to identify the model
parameters (see section 4). Validation of the model will allow us to predict the
trajectory for a given user u, under any redirection A.
Detection threshold Based on the literature [37, 34], the population model
predicting the probability P of detecting the illusion given the amplitude of
redirection (A) is a psychometric function:
P (A) =

1
1 + exp − A−PσSEG

(5)

where P SEG is the global point of subjective equality, i.e. the amplitude such
as P (P SEG ) = 50%. It can be seen as the amplitude where the participants
estimate that no redirection is applied and is usually different than 0. σ is
the spread (inverse slope). ALT and ART are two other specific values such
as P (ALT ) = 25% and P (ART ) = 75%. The detection threshold ADT is then
defined as:
ADT = ART − ALT
(6)
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The smaller σ the steeper the slope of the psychometric curve is and, in our
case, the smaller ADT is. The same methodology can be applied for the whole
population (population model) or each individual (individual model).
So, the second research question (RQ2) has the objective to estimate P SEG
and σ as a function of the trajectory T:
1

P (A, T ) =
1+

4

SEG (T )
exp − A−Pσ(T
)

(7)

Data Collection

Our user experiment is similar to Zenner et al. [37] where participants perform
a pointing task in VR while experiencing visuo-haptic illusions. Their primary
objective was to investigate the probability to detect the illusion depending
on the amplitude of redirection. In this experiment, we also investigate hand
trajectory to refine, calibrate and test our model. This experiment has been
approved by the IRB 2020-CER-2020-61.
4.1

Participants

10 participants (8 male and 2 female, between 25 and 30 years old) took part in
the study. 2 participants were left-handed, 8 were right-handed. 4 participants
wore glasses and one wore contact lenses. They did not report any other visual
impairment or neuromuscular disorder. All the participants except 2 had experienced a VR headset before, but all less than three times. None were familiar
with VR.
4.2

Apparatus

Physical setup. Participants were seated in front of a standard table and with
a fixed position seat. They wore an HTC Vive head-mounted-display (HMD), a
white-noise headphones and a right-hand glove with a cluster of optical markers
on the index finger. Both positions and orientations of the HMD and the glove
were tracked by a motion capture system (Optitrack) providing submillimeter
precision. We thus saved 3D positions of the real hand and projected them on a
horizontal plane. We used a sampling rate of 0.03s resulting in around 40 points
per trajectory.
On the table, there was an haptic marker for ”starting position”, a joystick
placed on the left of the starting position and 6 cylindrical targets located along a
semi-circular arc illustrated Figure 2-left. Only the 4 central targets were actually
touched by participants, the targets at the two extremities of the arc were just
used as lures. These targets are located at 30 cm distance from the starting
position. The 30 cm distance was chosen to be easily reachable by participants
while they are seated on the chair. The angular distance between targets is 15°. It
is large enough to avoid accidental physical collisions and to study the influence
of target orientation on hand trajectory and illusion detection.
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Fig. 2. Left: The experimental table with 6 physical targets. Right: The virtual scene
as seen by participants during the experiment. The phantom of the real hand (left) is
displayed for illustration purpose but was not visible during the experiment. The dashed
lines represent the straightest reach toward the target for the real hand (orange) and
the virtual hand (purple). The curved lines is a representation of the actual trajectory
of the two hands.

Virtual scene. The virtual scene is illustrated on Fig. 2-right. It mimics the real
set-up. It is implemented with the Unity3D game engine and shows the table,
the starting position, one virtual target as well as an avatar of the participant’
right hand. The virtual target has the same color and shape as the real one.
Hand redirection implementation. The virtual target’s position was computed from the position of the chosen real target and the amplitude of redirection
(see Figure 2). The shift between the virtual and the real hands was implemented
such as it increases linearly during the reaching motion and the real hand reaches
the real target simultaneously as the virtual hand reaches the virtual target. As
such, users effectively touch a real object which provides a haptic confirmation.
Participants compensate the shift while reaching the target, resulting in a curved
trajectory (see Figure 2). Note that in our implementation, the hand is considered as a single point, the forefinger tip.
4.3

Experimental design

Stimulus and Task. The experiment is a two-alternative forced choice (2AFC):
Once the right arm of the participants is in the starting position, the trial starts
and the virtual target is displayed. The participants are asked to touch the target
with their right hand and then to come back to the starting position (we made
this choice to minimize task difference among participants, thus we restrain even
left handed participants in using their right arm). The participants are asked to
move naturally toward the target as we do not know the effect of speed on the
illusion detection. If the participants are too fast or too slow the experimenter
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asks them to slow down or to accelerate. After they came back to the starting
position, they move the joystick in the corresponding direction with their left
hand to indicate whether their real hand was positioned on the left or the right
of its virtual avatar. No feedback is provided.
Conditions. In this experiment, we controlled two factors. The primary factor
is Amplitude of redirection with 15 levels from −13◦ to 13◦ (−13◦ , −10◦ , −8◦ ,
−6◦ , −5◦ , −4◦ , −2◦ , 0◦ , 2◦ , 4◦ , 5◦ , 6◦ , 8◦ , 10◦ , 13◦ ). The second factor is Target
Orientation from −22.5◦ to 22.5◦ (step of 15◦ ).
Procedure. The participants were first instructed about the goal of the experiment and the task to perform. In particular, the concept of hand redirection
was explained in these terms: ”A virtual hand that follows the position of your
hand is displayed in the VE. During the reaching task an offset will be gradually
introduced between this virtual hand and your real hand. The virtual hand will
be located either on the left or the right of your real hand.”
Participants put on the glove, HMD and headphone. They then performed
a training phase. It consists of 2 blocks of 10 trials where they experience hand
redirection with an amplitude of either −13◦ or +13◦ (corresponding to the highest amplitudes in the main experiment). During the training phase, participants
received feedback at the end of the trial regarding the direction (left or right)
of the redirection.They were also informed about the trial time as they have to
calibrate their speed so that the trial time is between 1s and 2s. Finally, during
the first block, the position of the real hand was displayed in the virtual scene
in addition to the hand avatar to understand the concept of hand redirection.
Design. We used a within-subject design. Each participant completed 4 blocks.
In each block, the participants tested the 60 combinations of Amplitude and
Target in a randomized order. In summary, the experimental design is : 10
participants × 4 blocks × 15 Amplitudes × 4 Targets = 2400 trials.
Dependent variables. The two dependent variables are choice (left or right)
and Hand Trajectory, i.e. the sequence of points to reach the target.

5

Analysis 1: Trajectory and Amplitude of redirection

In this section, we analyze how the amplitude of redirection influences the position of the two control points C1 and C2 . We first describe our empirical findings.
We then refine our model and compare four model variants.
5.1

Empirical results

Method. We first removed 60 (2.5%) outliers trajectories. We calculated for
each amplitude of redirection the distance (MSE) between a given trajectory
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and the mean trajectory. Each trajectory with a MSE larger than a threshold
was plotted for a verification of their wrong shape. For the resulting 2340 trajectories, we estimated the four parameters C1x , C1y , C2x , C2y of the Bézier curve
that minimize the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance [32, 35]. DTW is
appropriate as it is independent of the user speed. We use the python package
DTAIDistance for calculating the DTW distance and the function ”minimize” of
the ”scipy.optimize” package with the Nelder-Mead algorithm for the optimization method. The resolution of the Bézier curve is 250 points per trajectory.
Result. The Figure 3 shows the mean value of the four parameters with 95%
confidence Interval (CI) as a function of the amplitude of redirection. We were
expecting that the four parameters vary with the amplitude, but the results show
that three parameters can be approximated by a constant: C1x = 0.35cm (ci =
[−0.0, 0.8]), C1y = 15.3cm (ci = [15.2, 15.4]), C2y = 43.4cm (ci = [42.6, 44.2]).
However, C2x linearly increases with the amplitude (R2 = 0.99, M SE = 1.9).

50

Position (cm)

40
30

C2y = 0.1*A+43.3
MSE = 24.5
R2 = 0.1
C2x = 1.1*A+2.0
MSE = 1.9
R2 = 0.99

C1y = 0.0*A+15.3
MSE = 0.6
R2 = 0.01

20
10
0
C1x = 0.1*A+0.4
MSE = 1.0
R2 = 0.8

-10

-10

-5

0

5

10

15

Redirection Amplitude, A (°)

Fig. 3. The value of the four parameters C1x , C1y , C2x , C2y as a function of the
amplitude of redirection. Error bars show 95% confidence interval.

Discussion. We learned three things. First, as C1 is fixed and aligned with
−−−→
P0 PT , it confirms that the initial direction of the user’s movement is towards
the virtual target. Second, as only one parameter varies, these results suggest
that using a Cubic Bézier curve model is appropriate. Third, it exists a simple
and elegant linear relationship between C2x and the amplitude of redirection. We
can thus revisit our model, reduce its complexity and improve its explainability.
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Refining and evaluating the model

Based on our findings, we revisit our model (equations 3 and 4) and propose
four model variants summarized in Table 1. Three parameters (C1x , C1y , C2y )
are fixed. We introduce two novel parameters a and b to approximate the x
coordinate of C2 :
C2x = aA + b
(8)
where A is the amplitude of redirection, a is the slope, i.e the sensitivity to the
amplitude and b, the intercept, reflects the natural human bias at doing curved
trajectories even when no hand redirection is applied [36]. To study whether
these two parameters are the same for all participants (population parameter)
or participant dependent (individual parameter), we defined four model variants
(Table 1) reflecting the four configurations.
Table 1. Comparisons of four model variants in terms of fixed and free (population and
individual) parameters, number of free parameters (k), distance (DTW), Likelihood
and BIC. The model with b as user-dependent parameter has the lowest BIC score.
Model
M
Mb
Ma
Ma,b

5.3

Fixed
parameters
C1x C1y , C2x
C1x C1y , C2x
C1x C1y , C2x
C1x C1y , C2x

Population
parameters
a, b
a
b
-

Individual
parameters
b
a
a, b

k

DTW -LL

BIC

2
11
11
20

670
576
661
559

1012
857
969
896

501
401
457
396

Model comparison

We compare the capacity of the model variants to accurately predict the trau
where A is the Amplitude of redirection and u a
jectories of each class CA
user (participant). To achieve this, we first define d(A, u, m) the average DTW
distance between the predicted trajectory Tpred (A, u, m) and all observed tra0
N
u
for a given model m:
jectories Tobs
(A, u)...Tobs
(A, u) of the class CA
d(A, u, m) =

N
1 X
i
DT W ( Tpred (A, u, m), Tobs
(A, u) )
N i=0

(9)

We can then use a Boltzmann soft-max function to transform the distance
u
d(A, u, m) into probability P (CA
| A, u, m):
e−β d(A,u,m)
u
P (CA
|A, u, m) = P −β d(A,u,m)
ae

(10)

where the parameter β indicates how much the probability distribution is concentrated around the positions of the smallest distance. We chose β = 1.
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Model likelihood. Based on the equation 10, we now compare the result of
models fitness function. In Bayesian terms, we compare the likelihood of the
u
data given the model, that is the maximum probability P (CA
) that the model
u
chooses the correct class of trajectories CA . Formally, we estimate:
X
u
p
LL(m) =
log P (CA
|A, u, m, θm
)
(11)
A,u
u
where θm
is the set of parameters of the model m for the participant u.

BIC score. In the process of model selection, it is common to include a penalty
term for model complexity, i.e. for the number of parameters [29]. The Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC score) is commonly used. It is estimated as BIC =
−2LL + k × log(N ) where LL is the likelihood (equation 11), k, the number
of parameters (i.e. individual parameters + population parameters), and N =
150 ( 10 participants × 15 amplitudes ), the number of points to predict.
Result. The Table 1 indicates that the model Ma,b better fits the data. It is
not surprising as it has much more parameters than the other model variants.
When penalizing for the number of parameters, the BIC score suggests that Mb
better explains the data. This result indicates that a is not sensitive to the user
id. In contrast, model prediction benefits the estimation of b for each user.
5.4

Discussion

RQ1: What is the influence of the amplitude of redirection on hand trajectory?
Our analysis showed a clear impact of amplitude of redirection on hand trajectory. More precisely, we learned that 1) if we model hand trajectory as a simple

Distance (cm)

60

Pt = Target Position

Pt

Pt

50
C2

40

C2

C2'

C2

C2'

C2''

30
20
10
0

C1

C1

C1
P0 = Starting Position
A = 4°

P0
A = 8°

P0

Position of Bézier
Point 2 for smaller
amplitude

A = 13°

Fig. 4. Visualisation of all the trajectories for three different amplitudes of redirection
and for the same participant. We display the Bezier curve resulting from the model Mb .
All the control point are fixed except C2 that have a linear relation with the amplitude.
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cubic Bézier curve, the amplitude of redirection only affects the x coordinate
of a single control point (C2 ). This makes the model highly interpretable (Figure 4). Moreover, 2) this x coordinate increases linearly with the amplitude of
the redirection; 3) the slope is independent of the participant, i.e increasing the
amplitude by 1◦ moves C2x of 1.13cm on the right; 4) the intercept is user dependent (mean = 2.1 cm, std = 3.9). This result is inline with [36] indicating that
even when no redirection is applied humans perform curved trajectories (due to
visual perceptual distortion). The degree and direction of curvature depends on
the participant.
Interestingly, the calibration of the model is easy to perform. Indeed, the
individual parameter b is the intercept, i.e. it is the value of C2x when A = 0
(equation 8). It is thus possible to estimate b for each participant without experiencing hand redirection. b can be estimated by simply performing a reaching
task without illusion.

6

Analysis 2: Detection threshold

In this section we study the second research question RQ2: Does the detection
threshold depend on the features of the trajectory?. We first evaluate the probability to detect the illusion as a function of the amplitude of redirection and
then as a function of the deformation of the hand trajectory.
6.1

Amplitude of Redirection and Detection Threshold

Figure 5-Left illustrates the probability P (A) to detect the illusion as a function
of the amplitude of redirection A (psychometric function corresponding to the
equation 5) for the whole population. We found P SEG = −1.13◦ , ALT = −4.52◦ ,
ART = 2.27◦ . We compute the detection threshold ADT = ART - ALT = 6.79◦ .
Our results are in the same order of magnitude than Zenner et al. study [37]
(P SEG = −0.28◦ , R = 8.19◦ ). The difference can be due to the experimental
setup and/or the absence of haptic confirmation at the end of the movement.
6.2

Hand Trajectory and Detection Threshold

We now investigate the link between the hand trajectory and the probability to
detect the illusion. As C2x is sufficient to describe the hand trajectory, we analyze
the probability to detect the illusion P (C2 x) as a function of C2x with the same
methodology of section 6.1. We discriminated C2x into 15 groups based on its
magnitude. We made this choice to compare the two psychometric functions,
P (A) and P (C2x ) of the figure 5.
Figure 5-right shows the result of the psychometric fit for P (C2x ) (M SE =
64.0) which is better than the one of P (A) (M SE = 68.3), Figure 5-Left. It shows
that the more the hand trajectory is curved the easier the illusion is detected.
This result was expected given the linear relation between A and C2x outlined
in section 5. However, the fact that both the amplitude of redirection and the
trajectory explain the illusion detection requires further explanations.
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Prob of Answer:
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Fig. 5. Psychometric fit of the answer of the 2AFC experiment. Left : detection according to the amplitude of redirection. Right : detection of the illusion according to
the C2x coordinate.

6.3

Further explanations

To better understand the role of C2x on illusion detection, we analysed its magnitude as a function of the absolute amplitude of redirection (|A|) and whether
the participants answer correctly (detection of the illusion) or not (the illusion
works) to the 2AFC task . We removed extreme amplitudes 0◦ as there was no
error and ±13◦ as all participants detected the illusion for these amplitudes.

control Point C2

coordinate of the

12

Mean value of correct answer
Mean value of wrong answer

10
8
6
4
2
0
2

4

5
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8

10

Redirection Amplitude, A (°)
Fig. 6. x coordinate of C2 as a function of the redirection amplitude and whether the
answer of participants is correct or false.

Our results are illustrated Figure 6. A two-way ANOVA confirmed the effect
of Amplitude on the amplitude of C2x (F5,45 = 109.4, p < .0001). ANOVA
also revealed an effect of Answer (Correct vs., False) on the amplitude of C2x
(F1,9 = 7.6, p < .05). A post Tukey-test indicates that at a given amplitude, C2x
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is larger when the illusion is detected (mean= 3.4cm) than when the illusion is
not detected (mean= 7.4 cm). ANOVA does not reveal Amplitude × Answer
interaction effect.

PSEI (blue) and σI (orange)

Discussion The amplitude of redirection is the primary factor to explain and
predict whether the participants will detect or not the illusion. However, given
an amplitude of redirection, we demonstrate that the curvature of the hand trajectory, i.e. the magnitude of C2x , refines the prediction. Indeed, participants
performing low curved trajectories (i.e. small C2x ) are less likely to detect the
illusion. The user dependent parameter b reflects this natural tendency to perform curved trajectories (to the right (b > 0) or to the left (b < 0)) under no
redirection. We thus decided to study more precisely the influence of b on the
detection threshold.
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Fig. 7. Evaluation of P SEI (in blue) and σI (in orange) for each participant (1 - 10)
according to parameter b.

6.4

User-dependent detection threshold

We now evaluate the relation between the user-dependent parameter b and the
probability to detect the illusion expressed in equations 5 and 7:
P (A, b) =

1
I (b)
1 + exp − A−PσISE
(b)

(12)

where P SEI is the Point of Subjective Equality for each Individual (P SEG was
the Point of Subjective Equality global, i.e. for the whole population). Figure 7
illustrates P SEI and σI as a function of b. While no clear relationship is revealed
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regarding σI (R2 = 0.25; M SE = 14.39), there is a weak relationship between b
and P SEI (R2 = 0.63; M SE = 12.32):
P SEI = −0.39 × b − 0.19

(13)

Participants 1 - 10

Thus there is a relation between the value of C2x when no redirection is applied
C2x = b and P SEI . In other words, a user performing naturally a curved trajectory to the right (b > 0) will be more sensitive to a redirection to the right
(P SEI < 0). This result is important, because after estimating b, a designer
can estimate P SEI of a user and know in which direction (left or right) the
user is less likely to detect the illusion. The designer can also measure b of each
individual of a given population and estimate the unique range of amplitude of
redirection that best fit this population.
This is what is illustrated Figure 8. On the left, we see the range of amplitude
of redirection (blue) which is not detected for each participant. The intersection
is small: The vertical surface inficates the maximual ranges for which the illusion
is not detected for respectively 70%, 80% and 90% of the population. It results
that only the amplitudes of redirection in [-0.7°;0.7°] is not detected for 70% of
the population.
However, when b is known for each participant, it is possible to choose a
unique range of amplitude of redirection and to adapt it to each participant
(based only on the parameter b). This is what is illustrated on Figure 8-right
where each range of amplitude is virtually re-centered based on b, offering a
range of [-1.7°,1.7°] which is almost four times larger.
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Fig. 8. Left: The horizontal blue rectangles depict the range of redirection amplitudes
for which the illusion is not detected for each participant. The vertical surfaces indicate
the maximal ranges for which the illusion is not detected for respectively 70% (green),
80% (red) and 90% (yellow) of the population. The wider are these ranges, the more
flexibility is offered to the designers. However, increasing the number of participants
decreases this population range. Right: When taking individual differences, i.e. b into
account, we can artificially recenter their range, increasing the range of amplitudes for
the whole population.
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Discussion
Main findings

We revisit our two research questions from section 3.
RQ1: What is the influence of the amplitude of redirection on hand trajectory?
We have shown that a cubic Bézier curve constructed using four control points
Ci , i ∈ [0; 3] approximates the hand trajectory quite faithfully. Moreover, the
coordinates of 3 out of 4 control points do not depend on the redirection for
a given user. The control point C2 is the only one which is modified by the
amplitude of redirection: C2x linearly increases with the amplitude such as
C2x (A) = 1.13A + 1.97 at the population level. At the individual level, further
analysis revealed that the intercept is user dependent, C2x (A, u) = 1.13A + b(u).
These results demonstrate that 1) the amplitude of redirection influences only
a single feature of the trajectory when described with a Bézier curve; 2) the
trajectory can be better approximated when considering the parameter b which
3) can be easily estimated for each user. Indeed, b indicates the curvature of the
trajectory when users do not experience an illusion.
RQ2: Does the detection threshold depend on the features of the trajectory?
It was well known that the detection threshold depends on the amplitude of redirection. We demonstrated that it also depends on the trajectory. In particular,
we demonstrated that once the amplitude of redirection is given, users performing trajectories with low curvature (i.e. smaller C2x ) are less likely to detect the
illusion. Our hypothesis is that users detect the illusion through observing the
distortion of their hand motion.
To determine individual detection thresholds, we used a psychometric function with two parameters P SEI and σI . Our analysis shows a relationship between P SEI and b but not with σI . In other words, estimating b for each participant can increase the range of amplitudes of redirection of 258% without risking
the illusion to be detected by at least 70% of our participants.
7.2

Implications for design

Our findings on RQ1 suggest a method for designers to anticipate user hand
trajectory during a redirected reaching task. In particular, designers can easily
elaborate a calibration task to estimate b and refine the trajectory model as it
does not require to expose the users to the illusion (A = 0). This trajectory
model can for instance be exploited advantageously to make users unwittingly
circumvent obstacles or encountered-type haptic devices [6, 19]. Our findings on
RQ2 indicate a simple way of adapting the range of amplitude of redirection to
each user. The knowledge of the parameter b allows the computation of individual
P SEI . The designer can then center the population range of amplitudes around
the P SEI to minimize the risk of detecting the illusion. Again, this only requires
to estimate b without exposing the user to the illusion.
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Limitation and Future work

Future studies should be conducted to validate the robustness of the model.
First, left-handed participants had to reach for targets with their right hand.
This choice was made to facilitate the comparison of data between participants.
Even though we interact with the environment with both hands, we favor our
dominant hand for reaching tasks. Thus this could have impacted the hand
trajectory and their illusion detection threshold. Moreover, the speed of the
hand can have an impact on the detection of the illusion and was not constant
among participants. Then, participants were informed about the illusion at the
beginning of the experiment, thus the calculated detection threshold is likely
bigger.
Furthermore, concerning the trajectory model, we assumed that 3 of the 4
coordinates of the Bézier control points are fixed. However the Figure 3 shows
that C1x and C2y are slightly affected by the amplitude of redirection. As future
work, we plan to refine our model to investigate whether it significantly improves
the prediction of the beginning and the end of the trajectory. The distance to
the target is fixed in our task and different distances should be tested as well.
Finally, the use of a 2AFC experiment for the determination of detection
threshold is debatable. On one hand, users can sense that something is odd in
their movement, without being able to pinpoint the relative position of their real
and virtual hand. On the other hand, if users do not focus on the position of their
hands we would certainly find a larger range of non-detection. We hypothesize
that there is not a clear breaking point of the illusion. In particular, we plan to
investigate whether user involvement might have an impact on sigma and thus
on the ability to detect the illusion.
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